Overview

Offering rare insight into geopolitics, global relations, foreign intelligence and much more, the Daily Reports of the Foreign Broadcast Information Service are the United States’ principal record of political and historical open source intelligence. Derived from CIA archives, these newly digitized materials comprise the most complete collection of firsthand reporting of global events as they occurred, enabling researchers to explore the genesis and evolution of events that are still relevant today, from terrorism to immigration to political unrest, and more.

Much of this content is simply unavailable elsewhere; for many of the broadcasts the American English transcription or translation printed in these reports is all that now exists. These unique English-language materials—the vast majority of which originated in other languages—constitute a vital resource for students and scholars of international and area studies, political science, world history and related fields.

Part 6: Eastern Europe

This fully searchable online collection—one of eight individually available area subsets of FBIS Daily Reports, 1974-1996—consists of the following specific FBIS series: EEU (Eastern Europe, 1974-1987 and East Europe, 1987-1996). As the indispensable source for insights into decades of turbulent regional history, these reports provide students and scholars with national and occasionally local perspectives through a wealth of original political broadcasts and newspaper coverage.

Part 6 offers valuable support for courses or research on:

- History and Governments of Eastern Europe
- Nationalism and Communal Identity in Eastern Europe
- The Cold War and the Eastern Bloc
- Economics of Eastern Europe
- Ethnic Politics in Eastern Europe
- End of the Warsaw Pact
- Eastern European Peoples and Cultures

- Political Repression and State Surveillance
- Ideological and Sociopolitical Strategies
- Liberalization of Authoritarian Systems
- Fall of Berlin Wall
- Modern Development of Eastern Europe
- and much more.

Acclaim from leading authorities

Glenda Pearson, former Human Rights Librarian at the University of Washington Libraries, says FBIS Daily Reports “makes the events of the last half of the 20th century come alive, as well as guarantees that first-hand descriptions will survive to tell the tale even after events have been deconstructed, re-assembled and interpreted according to the prevailing political and historical theories of the day.”

A comprehensive online resource spanning 1941 to 1996

In addition to Part 6: Eastern Europe, FBIS Daily Reports, 1974-1996 is composed of seven additional parts on the Middle East and Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, People’s Republic of China, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America, Soviet Union, and Western Europe. FBIS Daily Annexes, 1974-1996, and FBIS Daily Reports, 1941-1974, complete the full collection.